The ANSWER TO GETTING BETTER RESULTS
WHEN PREDATOR CALLING
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To achieve better results when you call at night you need to get
on equal ground with a jackal or lynx, and even the playing fields,
and only one way will allow you to do this – NIGHT VISION. The
use of night vision, nagsig op jakkalse en katte – will enable you to
call them easier; they come closer, come faster and come in with no
visual hindrances, because you are using ZERO lights at all allows
you to be in a far better position than if you used red lights.

I have used night vision for years now, and watched lots of animals
approach a caller, you can see the animal’s body language and you
can tell just how he is responding to your call and stand you are
standing at. This cat above I watched from 350m away coming in, at
75m he sat down with his front paws out like a dog, looked around at
the caller, then at other things around him, and was totally relaxed, he
had no idea I was watching him with 3 infra red lights, a huge infra red
spotlight on my chair, a tactical spot on the torch on my nv binoculars,
and an infra red laser also on the binocular, he just looked around and
was totally unaware of any presence, I then shot him in the head and
he never knew a thing.

CONVINCED
I am 100% convinced that by making use of total darkness at night,
calling and scanning with NV and shooting with a night scope and by
using ZERO red lights at all enables you to call in far more critters,
especially cats, as cats are light shy, using a system that keeps you in
the black enables you to achieve far better results, that is a fact.
I have called predators for many years and been around the block
some, and I do know a few things regarding them and their ways, and
one thing is for sure educated jackals will not be called in with a red
light, never, they become familiar with this, only night vision will win
the day.
I am not pushing night vision so I make sales, I don’t sell night
vision, I am just stating facts here, in the section GENERAL you will
see a lot regarding the ways to call cats and good tips, read that, and
remember what I say, the main things, south easter wind, no moon,
before or after rain, dark nights, good camo etc are all ways to help,
BUT night vision is a must.
I went with my partner to a farm once, an educated jackal was killing
sheep, nobody could call him, it took us 25 minutes and he lay dead
60m from the bakkie, called and shot with nagsig, it does work!.
I am not saying calling in general is simple, I will never do that, BUT
by using nagsig does help a lot and that’s a fact, I have no doubt at all
that by using nagsig op jakkalse en katte help moersa baie, the
results speak for themselves.

LEARN TO CONCENTRATE
The only thing you must get used to is concentration, when you shoot
with a normal rifle scope, the crosshair is thin and pin point accuracy
is achieved, at night with night scopes, it is more of a concentration
issue, and you need to concentrate a lot more on the target and
keeping still etc, far more than what you did in the day with a normal
scope.
I zero my 223 at 80m on an A4 piece of paper
Here is an idea as to my target and the crosshair I use, I use a V
shape as it don’t block out any part of an animal when aiming, the
parts I need to see are visible.

This is my sight picture when viewed with my night scope.
My rifles scope has a V upside down - it allows me to see exactly the
spot I want to put the bullet and does not cover any part of the animal
from far, REMEMBER we are shooting small targets at far distances
and the more we can see the better. This style of crosshair is best for
me.

Here is a target that I sighted in on at 80m and as you can see the
grouping is amazing ALSO remember this group was fired in total
darkness!

By using night vision - it will assist you in achieving far more results,
operating in total darkness helps me a lot, and between you and a
predator he has nothing to spook him, and as I say he comes in faster,
closer, easier and far more determined.
Give the night vision a go, you will not be sorry! Although many don’t
believe it, predators become accustomed to the red light, but now you
are using ZERO lights at all!

